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Introduction & Acknowledgment
This is the rst annual report of the Bougainville Transition Dialogues which is based entirely on
data collected by the local Bougainvillean facilitators. The PaCSIA team has not travelled to
Bougainville for workshops or debrie ng since early 2020. Despite this, the Bougainville Transition
Dialogues Phase 2 (BTD2) have engaged more than 15,000 Bougainvilleans in 2021. The local
BTD2 teams have travelled far and wide through Bougainville, have collected information about the
consultation process between the governments of Bougainville and Papua New Guinea, and they
have shared this information with communities, recorded questions and facilitated exchanges
between their fellow Bougainvilleans. In 2021 they completed all of this also in the context of rising
COVID-19 case numbers and the declaration of a general lockdown in November 2021. In
addition, information from the two governments regarding the consultation process has sometimes
been sporadic and dif cult to obtain. The teams have faced numerous questions from
communities, have patiently listened to sometimes angry constituents demanding more information
on the transition process and have done their best to keep their communities and their teams safe
by also discussing concerns and questions regarding the pandemic.
For all their efforts, commitment, and initiative we are deeply grateful. It is an honour to work with
such dedicated people who are trying to help their region walk towards a better and more peaceful
future.
We would also like to thank Secretary Stephanie Elizah from the ABG Department of Bougainville
Independence Mission Implementation (DoBIMI) for keeping communication open, providing
brie ngs to the teams and providing local leadership for our project. The BTD2 would not be
possible if it were not a partnership between the Autonomous Bougainville Government (ABG), the
Bougainville Christian Churches Association (BCCA), the local facilitators and PaCSIA.
Finally, our thanks go to MISEREOR e.V. and the United Nations Development Programme PNG,
which made the BTD2 possible through their funding and which will continue nancial support for
PaCSIA and BTD2 in 2022. The BTD is part of the “Sustaining Peace in Bougainville” Project
funded through the UN Peacebuilding Fund for Bougainville. We would also like to acknowledge
the contributions of PaCSIA Research Assistants Donamon Pearce, Eline Ruisendaal and Elly
Torres Maradiaga who have greatly assisted with data input and analysis for the project.
Dr Serge Loode & Dr Erica Rose Jeffrey (PaCSIA), February 2022
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Project background
The Bougainville Transition Dialogues Phase 2 (BTD2) are a public dialogue project located in
the Autonomous Region of Bougainville (ARoB) in Papua New Guinea. They continue the work of
the Bougainville Referendum Dialogues (BRD 2017-2018) and Bougainville Transition Dialogues
(BTD 2019-2021) in providing an opportunity for Bougainvilleans to be informed and to engage
with the current process of consultation and transition. The BTD2 encourage constructive and
informed discussions among Bougainvilleans about their political, economic, social and spiritual
future and address some of their fears and concerns to ensure a peaceful transition. They also
provide a feedback loop to both governments, where frequently raised questions and concerns as
well as sentiments of the population can be addressed by the political leaders. The dialogues are
implemented through a network of local facilitators across Bougainville and are mostly conducted
in Tok Ples (local language) and Tok Pisin.

Project partners
The BTD2 are a partnership between the ABG through the Department of Bougainville
Independence Mission Implementation (DoBIMI), the Department of District and Community
Government (DCG), the Department of Community Development (DCD), the Bougainville Christian
Churches Association (BCCA), PaCSIA and the United Nations through UNDP PNG. All project
activities in Bougainville are carried out by local Bougainvillean facilitators who are supported by
PaCSIA. Project partners are informed through regular updates and meet in a steering group
where possible. The BTD2 started in December 2020 and nishes at the end of 2022.

Transition community dialogues
The core activities of the project are the ongoing transition community dialogues. Facilitator teams
deliver between one and three rounds of dialogues per project year in each of the 33
constituencies. Between 8-70 community members gather to receive updates from the ABG about
the transition consultation process. They ask questions, raise concerns and state priorities for the
ABG which are documented by the facilitators. The BTD2 facilitators also show the

Wokabaut

Senis videos in which communities present their local activities for a peaceful future Bougainville.
Facilitators document each dialogue with a report, and also provide a participant list to document
the number of people reached and the percentage of women and men who participate. When a
constituency has been completed (or the activity budget is expended) the constituency coordinator
provides a coordinator report including an overview on how the activity budget was spent and how
many days each facilitator worked. The aim of the project is to provide a space for Bougainvilleans
to participate in peaceful dialogue about their political future. Through this, the project seeks to
prevent old con icts from breaking out again and to support Bougainville’s leaders in building a
more developed, peaceful and sustainable Bougainville together with, and according to the vision
of the people of Bougainville.
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Wokabaut Senis participatory video dialogue
The participatory video project, Wokabaut Senis, acts as a complement to the face-to-face
transition dialogues. It is another tool to promote reconciliation and shared understanding in
Bougainville. During our previous project, the BTD1, a group of more than 40 BTD facilitators was
trained in the use of and equipped with small video cameras. They were asked to record short
“video postcards” with participants from the BTD community dialogues. The facilitators invited
communities to share their stories of successful projects and activities that support peace and
sustainability in Bougainville. With the help of PaCSIA the collected videos were edited and shared
between different facilitator teams and were screened as part of the transition community
dialogues. They were also shared with the ABG Media Bureau and the Bougainville Healthy
Communities Program (BHCP). So far a total of 26 videos and one 25-minute documentary were
published by PaCSIA and are being shown all over Bougainville. They include stories about
economic activities and innovations such as pineapple plantations, chicken farms or making shing
nets, as well communal planning processes, environmental conservation and family mediation and
reconciliation processes. The people who have watched the videos have commented on how
much they have learned and how inspiring it is to see how ordinary Bougainvilleans in every corner
of the region work for peace and a better life.

6
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BTD2 work conducted in 2021
Phase 2 of the Bougainville Transition Dialogues started in the middle of the worldwide COVID-19
pandemic and during a time when the Australian international borders were closed. This required
signi cant changes to how we have worked in Bougainville before the pandemic. PaCSIA’s initial
project application and plan suggested that travel to from Australia to Bougainville would become
possible some time in 2021. This assumption proved to be wrong which had a number of
implications:
1. It was more challenging for PaCSIA to play its role of liaison between the BTD2 teams, the
ABG and other national and international stakeholders. Communication could only occur
via electronic messages, phone calls and rare video conferences. Additionally, it was
impossible to supply the teams with the necessary equipment (data projectors, video
cameras, USB drives with reporting forms and information) during regular trips to
Bougainville. The solution to this problem was the use of international courier services and
distribution of equipment and information through the regional coordinators.
2. The inability to travel also required a revision of the budget and allowed for more money to
be allocated for local activities planned and conducted by the BTD2 teams in Bougainville.
Combined with the requirement for more dialogues with fewer participants to allow for
COVID-19-safe facilitation practices this led us to conduct three rounds of dialogues
instead of just one round as in previous years.
3. The transition period has proven to be dif cult to de ne and explain to communities. The
ABG and the GoPNG have worked very hard on progressing the consultation process,
have created a transition timeline and are currently working on a covenant to provide a
legal framework for the transition. Consultation meetings are necessarily con dential and
not much information is published apart from of cially signed documents. This has made it
very dif cult to provide up-to-date information on the process to BTD2 facilitator teams. Our
local project partner, DoBIMI, has held a number of limited brie ngs but it has also been
dif cult to reach the teams in the eld. This role is normally undertaken by PaCSIA during
our frequent visits. While facilitators have stepped up, have shared information via
electronic message with each other and have connected with local representatives, there is
a palpable sense that an information vacuum exists, and community participants have
pointed this out on numerous occasions. Conducting three rounds of dialogue has not
necessarily helped to alleviate this, but it has shown communities that there is progress and
that information is slowly coming down from the leadership to the villages.
4. The greatest challenge in 2021 was to continue the Wokabaut Senis participatory video
project. While it was possible to send photos of project reports and participant lists from the
dialogues from Bougainville to Australia, it was impossible to upload even moderately large
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video les. Our Communications & Media Coordinator has collected some videos from the
teams and stored them locally on the hard disk drive, but apart from one video with very
low quality, he was unable to upload them to a cloud service. Because of this we have only
been able to publish one further video for the Wokabaut Senis project component. We have
now revised our project plan accordingly and hope to be able to collect more videos,
publish and share them in 2022.
The three rounds of dialogue, named the “Bridging Dialogues” (January-February 2021), the
“Transition Dialogues” (May-August 2021) and the “Progress Dialogues” (November-December
2021) have resulted in a signi cantly increased number of reports and data that the project has
gathered. Fortunately, we were able to hire three research assistants who greatly helped us to
transcribe and analyse the data gathered. The following section of the report provides rst an
overview of developments in Bougainville during the reporting period and then brie y presents the
main themes and quantitative data from of the three dialogue rounds.

Developments in Bougainville in 2021
The consultation process has always been the focus of the BTD. 2021 saw a number of important
events which progressed this consultation: after the signing of the Joint Communique outlining the
future consultations between the two governments in January 2021, the rst Joint Supervisory
Body (JSB) meeting of the year was held in February. This followed a Bougainville Leaders
Consultation Forum at the end of January from the Bougainville side. The JSB formally accepted
the joint communique and a rst consultation meeting was scheduled for March 2021. The two
governments met again in April 2021 and con rmed Mr Bertie Ahern, the former Irish Prime
Minister and head of the Bougainville Referendum Commission, as moderator for the consultation
process. The actual

rst consultation meeting took place in May 2021 in Kokopo (East New

Britain). Prime Minister Marape and President Toroama tasked the PNG and Bougainville technical
teams to develop a joint roadmap on post-referendum consultations and to develop a de nition
and process for the rati cation of the referendum result. The second round of consultations was
held in Wabag (Enga) in July 2021 with a joint statement outlining that independence or political
settlement should occur “no earlier than 2025 and no later than 2027”. The statement also
contained a timeline agreed between both governments with milestones that need to be achieved.
Bougainville held an additional three Leaders Consultation Forums in July, September and
November. These con rmed Bougainville’s of cial position that independence was not negotiable.
The nal round of consultations between both governments took place in December 2021 in Port
Moresby, followed by a JSB meeting. The joint statement released con rms the “agreement to
determining political settlement or Independence no earlier than 2025 and no later than 2027”.
Technical teams are also still working to determine the way the National Parliament may ratify the
results. In parallel to the consultation process between the two governments the ABG has also
progressed what it calls the “Bougainville Independence Mission”. Part of this mission is for all 33
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constituencies in Bougainville to declare themselves independence-ready, similar to the
referendum-readiness concept developed prior to the 2019 referendum. The independencereadiness mission is being progressed by the Members of the House of Representatives in their
respective constituencies under the guidance of the Hon. Ezekiel Massat, Attorney-General and
Minister for Bougainville Independence Mission. The ABG department tasked with implementing it
is the renamed Department of Bougainville Independence Mission (DoBIMI), PaCSIA’s project
partner on the ground. The department also works with the Bougainville Independence Mission
Advisory Team (BIMAT). This brief overview shows that the governments have conducted a
number of meetings and that several different bodies and teams are involved. This has caused
some confusion among communities in Bougainville, as they nd it dif cult to follow the information
being released by the two governments.
Another important issue in Bougainville was the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. After the lockdown
and imposition of travel restrictions in 2020 resulted in relatively few locally acquired COVID-19
cases, Bougainville registered more and more cases in 2021. The crisis reached a peak in
November 2021 when a general lockdown was declared for two weeks. It meant closure of main
markets, restricted church services and sporting events and restrictions for schools, businesses,
public transport and government services. While testing and reporting were problematic in
Bougainville, cases were reported even in remote communities. A vaccination campaign
commenced in May 2021, but, like in other parts of PNG, vaccine hesitancy is great and the uptake
very slow. The topic of COVID-19 also featured prominently in some of the BTD2 community
dialogues. Discussions with our local teams highlighted that people were lacking factual
information and were either not taking the disease seriously or over-reacting. In some cases,
people who had contracted COVID-19 were marginalised or discriminated against. Because of this
we decided to integrate information about COVID-19 into the dialogue work, and also revised our
plans and templates to reduce the risk of transmission during dialogue participation. In addition, we
sent 250 cloth facemasks to Bougainville to provide the teams with some protection.
The third important issue in Bougainville was, as so often, the legacy of the contentious Panguna
mine. At the beginning of 2021 the ABG re-af rmed its position to ensure that landowners in the
Panguna mine area needed to come to a consensus about the future of the mine before the
government could proceed further. In the middle of the year the discussions regarding the
environmental and social legacy of the mine facilitated by the Australian National Contact Point for
the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises nally bore fruit: On 21 July 2021 an agreement
was reached by the stakeholders in this facilitation to “identify and assess legacy impacts of the
Panguna mine in Bougainville”. The assessment will be conducted by an independent third party
and will be overseen by a multistakeholder oversight committee in cooperation with the ABG. Of
course, these developments also affected the BTD2 project. A number of facilitator teams are from
the mine-affected areas and also part of the legacy impact assessment process. This can mean
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that facilitators are working on several projects at once and need to carefully manage their time.
But it also means that the BTD2 stay connected to other important political, economical and social
processes under way in Bougainville.

BTD2 Bridging Dialogues January-February 2021
The aim of the Bridging Dialogues was to re-connect communities with the project and to provide a
quick information update on the consultation process. The budget and time available to teams was
limited. Each team received a budget of K600 for dialogue expenses and K600 for facilitator
remuneration (a total of 6 facilitator days). Teams aimed to reach at least 40 Bougainvilleans in
each constituency, which was accomplished. The reason why not all 33 constituencies were
provided with funds, was that four constituencies had not submitted their nal reports for the last
phase of the BTD1 project. In our experience it is important that teams complete one project phase
before the they start the next so that no confusion occurs among the team and within the
communities participating. Quantitative data on the Bridging Dialogues is summarised in the short
table below:
Number of Constituencies Total

Women

dialogues

reached

participants

78

29 (of 33 total)

2480

Young

Men

Young men

983

335

women
884

278

The Bridging Dialogues initiative was well timed and well received. Participants all over
Bougainville mentioned that they had not been given enough information about the transition
consultation process and that they welcomed the BTD2 teams and the information they brought.
Some participants indicated confusion and lack of knowledge. The Bridging Dialogues provided
some clarity here.
The feedback indicated that people learned a lot about the process and gained a clearer
understanding of the terminology used. They also clearly indicated that they wanted still more
information, in particular with regards to the timeline for the consultation process. In early 2021 the
timeline had not of cially been published or explained, so these sentiments were appropriate. The
data is dominated with questions about the meaning of the words “transition” and “consultation”
and questions about who is part of the consultation teams and how long the transition period will
go.
Many Bougainvilleans also felt that they were ready for independence. The data showed a
consistent sentiment favouring a shorter transition process and independence in the near future. At
the same time participants raised many questions about bene ts for Bougainville, need for strong
law and order, better education and health systems and important economic support for an
economy that makes use of agriculture, mining, shing and other opportunities.
The following sample statements from the Bridging Dialogue reports showcase the impact of the
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work:
•

“People understand what consultation is and how the governments are talking with each other.”
(Atolls – urban population in Buka Town).

•

“Dialogue helped develop greater

knowledge and understanding of the transition process.”

(Eivo-Torau).
•

“Dialogue helped participants to prepare themselves for independence.” (Eivo-Torau).

•

The Dialogue has really opened up the participants’ eyes and brains when they hear about
what ABG and Gov. PNG leaders are all doing during this time of consultation. After the
referendum results we thought that ABG and GoPNG have forgotten to continue consulting
about the results but now since BTD, you have already connected us with the ABG
and GoPNG. Thank you BTD, PaCSIA and DPRCD for this information.” (Hagogohe).

•

“The participants learned and understood now why there is consultation between the ABG and
the GoPNG, and the processes involved including timeline.” (Halia).

•

“Participants came to understand the 3 powers which are yet to be drawn down by the National
Parliament.” (Kokoda).

•

“Dialogue was the only time/opportunity participants had to learn about and understand what
the government is doing to achieve the independence mission.” (Konnou).

•

“Women, youth and veterans need more awareness in the Kopii constituency.” (Kopii).

•

“People now recognise the importance of the police department of Bougainville. The excombatants must work with police in Bougainville to improve law and order.” (Lato).

•

“Participants learned that: the ABG is working and active; negotiations between the ABG and
the GovPNG are proceeding, and; the Bougainville peace agreement is progressing in the
consultation period negotiation.” (Ramu).

•

“We understand what JSB is, but don’t understand what they are talking about.” (South Nasioi).

•

“Participants value the dialogues as an opportunity to voice their thoughts and ideas to the
government.” (Suir).

•

“Surprise at hearing about the 2022 self-government and 2025 independence. NGOs are telling
people about this, but the ABG awareness teams are not coming down to the people yet, so
little detail and information has made its way to the people. They are concerned that the
timeline of this process is very tight and that so many things must be done in so short a time.”
(Taonita Teop).

•

“It is good to hear that the government has been working after the referendum vote. After the
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outcome we have not heard anything. We need more dialogues.” (Torokina).

BTD2 Transition Dialogues May-August 2021
Following a period of uncertainty regarding the rise in COVID-19 cases after the JSB meeting in
February, PaCSIA consulted thoroughly with our BTD2 coordinators and with partners from the UN
and other international stakeholders. We decided to delay the main round of Transition Dialogues
until May 2021 and developed a detailed set of suggestions and guidelines for the facilitators on
how to ensure COVID-safe facilitation processes. These included suggestions to hold dialogues
outside where possible, to run more but smaller dialogues and do sessions with different groups in
sequence with breaks to air venues and guidelines for social distancing. We provided face masks
for the teams and encouraged them to use their activity budgets also for hand soap and sanitizer.
We also asked the teams to report on questions from the communities regarding COVID-19 and
provided a series of videos from the World Health Organisation and the GoPNG which explained
what COVID-19 was and how people could protect themselves and stop the spread of the virus. All
of these materials, including updated reporting forms and some of the of cial statements from the
consultation and the JSB were provided in electronic form on USB drives. This practice worked
surprisingly well, even though most facilitators do not have laptops available to view the content.
We were able to update some of the portable data projectors so that they also could display PDF
documents. For the Transition Dialogues facilitator teams were provided with an activity budget of
K4000 and a remuneration budget of K4000 (40 facilitator days total). These budgets were in line
with previous years of the BTD1 budget. The Transition Dialogues reached the following number of
participants:
Number of Constituencies Total
dialogues

reached

participants

628

33

8720

Women

Young

Men

Young men

3019

1500

women
2833

1368

Compared to the two previous years of dialogues under the BTD1 project we clearly perceive a dip
in participant numbers, even though there is a clear increase in the number of dialogues. In 2019
the BTD1 reached 15,459 participants through 400 dialogues, and in 2020 the BTD1 reached
10,290 participants through 388 dialogues. If we go even further back, we nd that the Bougainville
Referendum Dialogues project (2017-2018) reached ca. 15,000 participants per year. We attribute
this decrease in participant numbers to the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic. 2019 was also
the year of the referendum which created a lot of momentum to participate in the political process.
It is not surprising that Bougainvilleans feel less engaged with the transition process than with the
referendum process and that they also prefer to stay safe in light of the global pandemic. We
appreciate the fact that the number of dialogues has nearly doubled, showing that the facilitators
have taken COVID-19 safe facilitation practices seriously and have held smaller gatherings. It is
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also reassuring that the teams have managed to reach roughly the same amount of women and
men and that they also still continue their efforts to reach younger people in the population.
The key themes identi ed from the Transition Dialogue Reports are summarised below:
•

There was still a signi cant information vacuum regarding the transition consultation
process. Many participants asked for more information, stated that they did not know how
the transition consultation worked or who the leaders and team members were that conduct
the consultation. In many constituencies participants asked for more information from their
local Constituency Member or from the community government.

•

A relatively large amount of participants commented on the timeline agreed to during the
Wabag consultation. This indicated that Bougainvillean communities have some knowledge
of this timeline and nd it very important. There were a number of comments that indicated
that community members considered the consultation process to be drawn out and too long
in their view. They asked for a faster roadmap to independence.

•

It was clear that the current community sentiment still overwhelmingly supports full political
independence and communities are asking when this will

nally occur. They also

commented on the draw-down of powers and wished this to speed up. There were a
signi cant number of questions about the rati cation process and also still some questions
about why rati cation was necessary given that the referendum result was so clear.
•

A fairly large number of participants commented that after the dialogues they understood
that the ABG and GoPNG are working together and appreciated the collaboration between
the two governments during the consultation period. These statements were not uncritical,
as there were still many questions on whether Bougainville would attain independence and
how the relationship with PNG would develop.

•

There were also a number of comments that indicated the interest of Bougainvilleans in
state-building and potential future institutions. A surprising number of questions and
comments were targeted at the establishment of a national reserve bank for Bougainville
and about potential gold reserves. In this regard it was also noteworthy that many
participants supported the introduction of taxes and better collection of internal revenue for
Bougainville. There were still also many questions and concerns on whether Bougainville
can be economically self-reliant.

•

A key priority from the communities remained the improvement of law and order and the
call for a stronger police service or police force. While we noted (except for one or two
constituencies) a decline in comments about weapons in the community, stronger law and
order, addressing issues of home brew, marijuana and unlawful killings were still very high
on the agenda.
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•

While many seemed to be worried about their safety, we noted less uncertainty and fear
about the future of Bougainville or a slide back into a crisis. Bougainvilleans are rmly
committed to peace and to supporting their government during the transition period.

•

With regards to the economy, Bougainvilleans are proud of their agriculture and cash crops.
They want more development of re ning or downstream processing so that re ned
products can be sold. They also want more access to international markets.

•

Improved health and education systems also remained a very high priority for people in the
communities.

•

With regards to COVID-19, this was clearly a concern for communities and many people
wanted to know more. In one constituency a facilitator commented that it was dif cult to
maintain COVID-safe facilitation processes as so many people wanted to attend the
dialogues.

•

Feedback about the Transition Dialogues themselves indicated that the project is still highly
appreciated by the communities and was often the sole source of information on the
transition process. Many dialogue participants thanked the BTD2 teams and PaCSIA and
requested more frequent dialogues and updates. They also noted that the dialogues were
an important process for them to provide information to the two governments and that they
were a way to unite communities.

The following sample statements from the Transition Dialogue reports showcase the impact of
the work:
•

“Participants are eager to discuss the timeline and the transition process.” (Baba).

•

“We thought that we had come to the end of the process, but we have a long way to go.”
(Baba)

•

“Participants understood how the ABG is progressing through the transition process.” (EivoTorau)

•

“They were happy to learn that our president has set a timeline for independence.”
(Hagogohe)

•

“Participants learned a lot on the timeline and the COVID-19 information.” (Hagogohe)

•

“Participants learned about the importance of COVID-19 and adhering to safety protocols.”
(Haku)

•

“Participants learnt about what is happening during this transition period and what is going
to happen next.” (Kokoda)
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•

“Participants learnt about the timeline and the consultation process.” (Kongara)

•

“Participants learnt about the new timeline.” (Konnou)

•

“Participants are happy to hear that the government is doing something to get
independence, but they are also aware that it is a big challenge.” (Lule)

•

“Dialogue created more awareness amongst the youth of today.” (Motuna Hoyono
Tokunutui)

•

“Participants understand the peace process and know the meaning of consultation.”
(Motuna Hoyono Tokunutui)

•

“Government leaders are not up to date with their awareness to update what is going on.
People are really confused, need more awareness to get rst hand information on what is
happening.” (Nissan – Buka urban population)

•

“The youths were the most vocal ones during the dialogue, giving their views, suggestions
and comments.” (Rau)

•

“ABG timeline and some more information was very new and much appreciated.” (Selau)

•

“We learned that our Independence has been moved to 2027.” (South Nasioi)

•

“From the Wokabaut Senis videos, some people were encouraged and impressed by how
others are preparing for Independence.” (South Nasioi)

•

“The awareness is very good as given by the BTD teams. The Government must also have
similar teams to update us occasionally.” (South Nasioi)

•

“Learned about the timeline.” (Taonita Tinputz)

•

“Learned about the structure for the for consultation.” (Taonita Tinputz)

•

“Participants learnt about COVID19.” (Torokina)

BTD2 Progress Dialogues November-December 2021
Because of the ongoing inability to travel we decided in consultation with our local partners and
donors to re-allocate parts of the 2021 budget reserved for travel to a third round of dialogues to
keep communities engaged and to provide further updates. The main changes in information
provided by the teams during the Progress Dialogues in December 2021 were in regards to the
COVID-19 information videos provided. Because of the ongoing hesitation regarding vaccinations
in Bougainville we focused on videos providing factual information on the vaccines and the bene ts
of getting vaccinated. These videos were sourced from the WHO and GoPNG and included videos
with medical experts, Members of Parliament and high-ranking clergy from PNG. Facilitator teams
were provided with an updated USB drive with this information as well as more mobile data
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projectors to utilise for the project. Originally the Progress Dialogues were meant to start on 15
November, but the date had to be changed when a general lockdown was declared in Bougainville.
The BTD2 teams worked quite quickly and conducted most of the dialogues before Christmas
2021. This round used 50% of the budget allocated to the main round of Transition Dialogues,
K2000 activity budget for each constituency and K2000 facilitator remuneration (for a total of 20
facilitator days). The numbers below show that the Progress Dialogues reached ca. 50% of the
number of people reached in the previous main round, which was expected.
Number of Constituencies Total
dialogues

reached

participants

358

32 (out of 33)

4087

Women

Young

Men

Young men

1330

776

women
1307

674

The key themes that emerged from the Progress Dialogue reports continued many of the trends
already mentioned above:
•

Communities visited by the Progress Dialogues complained about an insuf cient
information

ow from the ABG and GoPNG, some even complained about their local

Members of the HoR not visiting their constituencies and not providing information. It is a
clear expectation from communities that their local representatives are involved in the
awareness campaign.
•

Questions raised concerned ongoing confusion between the consultation process and the
JSB as well as questions about the make-up of the Constitutional Planning Commission in
Bougainville.

•

There are still a number of community members who question whether Bougainville is
independence-ready, economically, politically or spiritually. On the other hand,
Bougainvilleans want nothing more than independence and continually ask when the
process will yield this result. Many nd the timeline until 2025/2027 too long. There are also
still question on why the parliament of PNG has to ratify the referendum outcome and how
this would work.

•

The upcoming general elections in PNG have caused additional concerns. People ask
themselves who will steer the consultation and independence process after the general
elections and even looking towards the next Bougainville elections. There is a rising
sentiment that current ABG is not doing a good enough job and that there is corruption and
wastage of money.

•

Dialogue participants also highlighted again the importance of foreign investment and also
help from the international community. At home they continue to raise the problems of
marijuana, homebrew and domestic violence.
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•

Our facilitators also paid speci c attention to questions and comments regarding
COVID-19. Many people have questions about vaccine safety and fear that they will die
from the available COVID vaccines. There is strong sentiment that people need to make
their own informed choices about being vaccinated and it should not be forced on them. On
the other hand, they are very concerned and demand more useful information on the
disease and ways to treat or prevent it.

•

There are numerous statements that people are dying in Bougainville and often this is
linked to COVID. Some rare voices accept vaccines and call for everyone to be vaccinated.

•

Some participants voiced that the COVID-19 crisis is delaying the journey to independence.
Facilitators also found it dif cult to maintain COVID-safe facilitation practices and be
inclusive at the same time.

•

Of course, the fears about vaccines are also related to culture and spirituality. Vaccines are
seen to be man-made and many Bougainvilleans prefer natural remedies tied to their
culture and spirituality.

•

Some of the answers also show that misinformation from social media is rife within
communities, but the work of the BTD2 teams is helping here. But much more awareness is
needed.

Participants had to say the following things about the project and the facilitators:
•

“People hope to become independent.”,“Learnt a lot on transition timeline.” (Baba)

•

“This year the participants are willing to hear from the government or constituency member
about the future of Bougainville.” (Baubake)

•

“More dialogue is required to transform the negative thoughts of many people regarding the
political road map.” (Bolave)

•

“Political update but suggested that ABG to reactivate radio station for the dissemination of
information.” (Eivo/Torau)

•

“The participants were really thankful to us the BTD2 Teams (PaCSIA) for a very good and
updated report. They say they never get this information from anyone else.” (Hagogohe)

•

“Progress on the JSB decisions and dialogue, including the protocols in COVID-19.” (Haku)

•

“Participants learnt about what ABG is doing, what they should be doing and the journey to
independence.” (Halia)

•

“Dialogue allows participants to better understand the transition and consultation process
and learned that everyone should be involved.” (Halia)
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•

“From the dialogue, we now know of the JSB resolution, but we are questioning ABG’s
implementation.” (Kokoda)

•

“Thank you BTD team for the dialogue since no member or government of cial had brief us
on the consultation process and the timeline.” (Kongara)

•

“They learnt about the meaning of transition period, and they understand that they need to
restore the things that were destroyed during crisis.” (Konnou)

•

“I think sometimes dialogue leaves people with big question marks. So, we really need to
help people come to some kind of understanding about facts, what is really happening
within the government process or system.” (Konnou)

•

“They comment that Dialogue must continue.” (Kopii)

•

“We are concern on our future youth; many are traumatised from the crisis.” (Lato)

•

“We feel satis ed with the Dialogue, we like to take part in the discussion.” (Lule)

•

“The participants learned in this dialogue the progressive update from the two
governments.” (Mahari)

•

“Dialogues make clear awareness on political update.” (Motuna Huyono Tokunutui)

•

“The myths and rumours have been erased from the minds of the people on the danger of
the Covid-19 vaccines especially, through the videos and explanations during the
dialogues. People will now take a positive response to be vaccinated in Bougainville.” (Peit)

•

“Participants have clear understanding on what is going on with the two governments.”
(Rau)

•

“Filming the story about cabbage farming and building a house has shown how important is
to role modelling.” (South Nasioi)

•

“I spoke on behalf of the voiceless.” (South Nasioi)

•

“Veterans are helping women and self-help projects.” (South Nasioi)

•

“The dialogues are giving vital information to the people, but they need more and should be
given by ward politicians and ABG members.” (Taonita Teop)

•

“All the participants were very happy with the dialogue.” (Taonita Tinputz)

•

“They learnt new ideas, new approaches and new information.” (Tonsu)

•

“There is need to facilitate more dialogues to raise awareness and help people in villages to
be informed about the Bougainville political future.” (Tsitalato)
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Progress on achievement of project objectives
In Phase 2 the BTD has ve project objectives. We have made progress on achieving all of them
and can report that the project is well on track to achieve its objectives.
Objective 1: Continuation of the partnership between government, church, civil society and
international community to ensure a peaceful transition for Bougainville.
Indicator: Con rmation of a project co-ordination hub through a signed memorandum of
understanding (MoU) between PaCSIA, ABG and the Bougainville Christian Churches Association
(BCCA). The MoU will clearly express the commitment of the stakeholders to conduct transition
dialogues and the roles and responsibilities of stakeholders for design, implementation and
monitoring and evaluation.
Progress: An MoU draft was provided to DoBIMI in April 2021. The MoU was discussed verbally
several times and DoBIMI promised to progress it. At the end of 2021 the MoU has not been
signed. We hope that this will be after our rst eld trip in early 2022.
Objective 2: Village leaders, women leaders, youth leaders, church leaders and excombatant leaders from all 33 constituencies improve relationships with each other and
with their elected leaders and implement a sustainable model of vertical and horizontal
intra- and inter-community dialogue to discuss political, social and economic perspectives
related to a peaceful future for Bougainville.
Indicator: Facilitators conduct 2 rounds of dialogue (with 6-10 dialogues in each round) in each of
the 33 constituencies over 2 years. In each constituency at least 150 people participate in a
dialogue per round for a total minimum of 9900 participants. Local facilitator teams provide written
reports which list the dates and locations of dialogues, questions raised, feedback for the ABG and
other information from the dialogue participants. Facilitator teams also speci cally report the
number of women, men and young people participating and document participation of special
interest groups such as youth representatives, ex-combatants and Meekamui attending the
dialogues.
Progress: In 2021 the project has conducted 3 rounds of dialogue. All 33 constituencies were
reached and a total of 15,287 participants engaged in these dialogues. Facilitators have thoroughly
reported on these dialogues and have provided the relevant participant lists. They have also (in
part) coded statements from speci c participant groups such as youths, women, ex-combatants or
church representatives. Dialogues were held in areas with strong Meekamui numbers and
participants from the different factions participated in the dialogues. The objective has already
been ful lled after the rst year of the project.
Objective 3: Peace and social order in Bougainville are maintained through an increase in
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knowledge about the transition process and the short- and long-term implications for
communities among the civil society of Bougainville.
Indicator 1: Community dialogue participants express that after participation in the transition
dialogues they have experienced an increase in knowledge about the transition process and the
implications for their communities. Local facilitator teams include information about such feedback
from community participants in their reports, in particular, about whether participants consider
themselves better informed about the transition purpose, process and post-referendum future of
Bougainville after having attended the dialogue.
Indicator 2: During the strategic planning and debrie ng activities internal and external
stakeholders report on feedback from communities derived from their activities about the extent
that people in the villages feel informed about the transition process. This information will be
collected and recorded by PaCSIA.
Progress: Dialogue reports clearly indicate an increase in knowledge about the transition
consultation, for example, an understanding of the timeline published by both governments after
the Wabag consultations. Participants continuously commented on the value of the information
provided and on the learning progress that they made. These increases in knowledge have been
documented in the reports submitted by the BTD2 facilitator teams.
Telephone and video conferences with DoBIMI have con rmed the value of the dialogues. DoBIMI
considers the project an integral part of their public awareness and consultation strategy for the
consultation process. It was impossible to hold steering group meetings with other partners such
as the BCCA due to an inability to safely get participants to a location where they could access
video conferencing.
Objective 4: Relationships between Bougainvilleans are supported and improved through
the sharing of Wokabaut Senis videos documenting grassroots-level achievements in
development and peacebuilding between communities across the three regions of
Bougainville.
Indicator: Facilitators create a minimum of 33 Wokabaut Senis videos over two years with the aim
of one video per constituency. These videos are shared between all BTD Facilitator Teams and are
screened by the teams as part of the transition dialogues. Facilitators report on the reception of
these videos in their dialogue reports.
Progress: The Wokabaut Senis project has suffered a number of setbacks in 2021. Despite
several attempts and revisions it was impossible to upload high quality footage from Bougainville.
PaCSIA has appointed a Media & Communications Coordinator who has collected several videos
from BTD2 teams. These have been stored on a hard disk drive in Bougainville. Reports from the
BTD2 teams indicate that several teams have recorded videos, but have not been able to provide
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them to the Media & Communications Coordinator. PaCSIA has been unable to verify the useability
of these videos. In addition to this, several cameras or camera batteries have failed and need to be
replaced which has been dif cult to do with travel limitations. It is hoped that during our rst eld
trip to Bougainville in March 2022 we will be able to collect all videos and assess their suitability.
The delays have meant that BTD2 teams were only able to use videos from the previous project
and have not been able to share the videos recorded during the BTD2 project. At this stage we are
uncertain if the project objective can be achieved.
Objective 5: Information about the concerns, hopes, visions and questions of people in the
villages about the political, economic and social future of Bougainville informs the ABG’s
and GoPNG’s actions and negotiation positions during the transition period and contributes
to a peaceful transition.
Indicator: PaCSIA prepares quarterly updates of the issues raised, questions asked and feedback
provided by participants. These quarterly updates are shared with the ABG, GoPNG through
UNDP and other stakeholders. PaCSIA collects information on how the information from these
updates is used by the stakeholders.
Progress: In 2021 PaCSIA has sent out 4 quarterly updates (one of them concluding data from the
previous BTD1 project). These updates have been shared with the ABG, GoPNG, DFAT, MFAT,
Misereor e.V., Conciliation Resources and other stakeholders. The data has been utilised by
DoBIMI in their ongoing support of the consultation process.
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Focus of the BTD2 in 2022
2021 was a year of uncertainties, project revisions and sudden changes, most of them due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. It was a dif cult start to phase 2 of the Bougainville Transition Dialogues.
Despite all this the project has achieved most of its objectives and the network of community
facilitators who carry out the BTD2 work has grown stronger than ever.
2022 has already seen the relaxation of travel restrictions for our team, and we are reasonably
certain that we will soon be able to re-join our local BTD2 facilitators in Bougainville. We are
planning our rst eld trip for March 2022, to coincide with the next consultation forum and JSB.
This will give us an opportunity to gather the latest information updates and hopefully also invite
some speakers to address the BTD2 coordinators directly. Once the JSB nishes we will bring
together our BTD2 coordinators and develop the work plan for 2022. This will also be an
opportunity for the coordinators to receive brie ngs on the progress of the consultation. We will
also work with the ABG Department of Health and WHO to provide information brie ngs on
COVID-19 and the vaccination campaign.
After this meeting the BTD2 teams will be well equipped for the round of Transition Dialogues in
2022. We plan only one round of dialogues this year, therefore it is important that as much
information as possible can be covered. Currently the general elections in PNG are scheduled to
start in the middle of April with polling opening in early June. Our plan is to have most of the 2022
BTD2 dialogues nished by the time the polls open. This means that the BTD2 can provide the
most important information in a timely manner and engage Bougainvilleans in discussions before
they participate in the general elections. Given that the GoPNG will be occupied with the elections
from April onwards, this seems to be the most prudent plan at the moment.
Of course, we do not know what the COVID-19 situation will be like later in the year. So far it is
unclear if PNG and Bougainville are going through a similar Omicron-variant wave as Australia or if
this will only happen later in 2022. Therefore plans may need to be adapted again.
We have agreed with Misereor e.V., that the part of the evaluation of the BTD1 that could not be
conducted in 2020 will now be conducted as part of the BTD2. We are currently negotiating a new
evaluation contract with Dr Catherine Levy, who has already conducted the evaluation of the
BTD1. We hope that Dr Levy will be able to join us in our last trip in November/December 2022 to
conduct a thorough eld study of community perceptions of the BTD2. We all look forward to a
year where we can nally engage face-to-face again with our colleagues in Bougainville who have
carried the project over the past two years.
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